
Providing Solutions
When it comes to steel and non-ferrous mill 

finishing equipment and solutions,  

the Bronx/Taylor-Wilson nameplate says it all. 

The world’s leading producers have relied on 

Bronx to create efficiency and maximize their 

finishing production to create a competitive 

advantage in the global marketplace.  

The Bronx know-how and tradition of 

developing customized solutions ensures 

that you get what you need, when you need 

it. As a global resource, you can count on 

the Bronx team of engineers, sales associates 

and support staff to meet and exceed your 

expectations from initial specifications 

through installation and beyond.  

At Bronx/Taylor-Wilson, we don’t want to

 just sell you a piece of equipment, we want 

to develop a lasting partnership.

Section Straightening: Application Specific
Bronx/Taylor-Wilson has produced and sold over 

800 straightening machines in more than 50 

countries. We offer the broadest range of high-

performance section straighteners that are available 

today. The various types of section straighteners 

include: fixed center, variable center, multi-strand, 

two plane and between housing. This encompasses 

the widest range of ferrous and nonferrous sections 

that Bronx machines can straighten with accuracy 

and efficiency. Multi-Strand Straighteners
BTW precision section straightening machines are 

used worldwide, giving high standards of 

straightness and surface finish and controlled 

surface hardness. Where sections are straightened in 

line, immediately following the rolling mill cooling 

bed, multi-strand straightening often needs to be 

utilized to keep pace with the output of the rolling 

mill. Multi-strand straightening was initially carried 

out using cantilevered roll shaft type machines.  

However, to improve rigidity and to ensure that equal 

work was carried out on all sections, the between-

housings design machine was utilized, incorporating 

quick roll changing. Depending on productivity 

requirements, the straightening machine may be 

either wide bodied and slow running or 

narrow bodied and relatively fast running.

Technical Advantage
We were first to develop and patent a COMPuter 

Aided Setting System, the COMPASS System, to 

automatically compute the optimum roll settings and 

adjust the rolls to the proper position. This feature 

enables section size changes to be accomplished in 

approximately two minutes. In addition, the 

COMPASS System incorporates a machine 

management system.

Superior Design
Our broad range of high performance section 

straighteners are engineered to rolling mill 

standards, these machines have a heavy fabricated 

steel main frame and can be built to provide single, 

two, three or variable operational speeds to suit 

individual requirements. Common among all 

designs, the top rolls are driven with the top work 

roll shafts having the option of motorized or 

manual adjustment.

Variable Center Straighteners
Large roller-type straightening machines with variable 

roll centers are used in straightening a wider range 

of sections than would be possible with a machine 

having fixed centers. As an example, our 11/18 has 

centers variable between 45” to 70” (1,140 to 1,780 

mm) and is used to straighten various rolled steel 

sections from 6” x 6” (150 x 150 mm) angles up to 

very heavy sheet piles and large beams. 

Two Plane & Between Housing Machines
The two plane machines are often used for 

straightening round, square and hexagonal material 

that enables the sections to be straightened on two 

planes in one pass. The between-housing design for 

straightening of square and round billets provides 

extra rigidity when long runs of similar profile 

materials are in demand. The rolls are mounted 

between the housings, which enables the machine to 

have shorter roll centers and therefore, handle a 

larger range of sections than would normally be 

possible. These machines have been specifically 

designed for the straightening of billets in steel mills.

Quick Change Technology
In an effort to maximize efficiency and minimize 

downtime, Bronx/Taylor-Wilson designed a roll 

change system that allows for an entire set of 11 

straightener rolls to be changed in less than two 

hours. This innovative cassette roll change system 

allows any number of straightener rolls to be 

removed by one cassette assembly. A second cassette 

assembly is pre-loaded with rolls to conform to the 

upcoming product run, allowing the straightener to 

be changed over in less time than the mill, reducing 

potential downtime between product size changes  

on the mill.

	 RS1	 RS1.5	 RS2	 RS3	 RS3.5	 RS4	 RS5	 RS6	 RS7	 RS8
Min (mm) 6 10 11 12.5 16 16 20 28 38 45
Max (mm) 20 40 45 48 60 67 75 95 120 150

Min (mm) 6 10 11 12.5 16 16 20 28 38 45
Max (mm) 19 35 42 45 57.5 63 73 85 110 140

Min (mm) 6 10 11 12.5 16 16 20 28 38 45
Max (mm) 20 40 45 48 60 70 75 95 120 140

Min (mm) 10x2 19x5 20x4 25x5 32x6 32x8 38x10 41x12.5 63x12.5 75x12.5
Max (mm) 40x6 50x12.5 65x12 75x12.5 90x19 100x19 125x25 150x32 200x32 255x38
 50x40 63x10 70x10 63x16 75x25 95x25 108x32 133x38 178x38 200x50

Min (mm) 20x20x3 20x20x3 20x20x3 25x25x3 25x25x3 25x25x4 35x35x4 40x40x6 65x65x6 75x75x6
Max (mm) 30x30x5 65x65x9 75x75x9 75x75x12 90x90x12 100x100x16 130x130x16 150x150x18 150x150x20 150x150x20

Min (mm) 20x20x3 25x25x3.5 20x20x3 25x25x3.5 30x30x4 35x35x4.5 40x40x5 50x50x6 60x60x7 70x70x8 
Max (mm) 30x30x4 70x70x8 80x80x9 80x80x9 100x100x11 125x125x12 140x140x15 140x140x15 140x140x15 140x140x15

Min (mm) - 30x15 50x25 60x30 60x30 60x30 80x45 80x45 100x50 100x50
Max (mm) 30x15 60x30 65x42 100x50 120x55 160x65 240x85 350x100 400x100 - 

Min (mm) - - 80x42 80x42 80x42 80x42 80x42 80x46 120x63 160x82
Max (mm) - 80x42 80x46 100x50 100x50 120x58 160x74 200x90 300x125 425x165

Roll Centers (mm) 120 250 275 305 330 355 455 535 760 990

Roll Diameter (mm) 115 245 265 265 300 340 405 450 610 785

Motor (hp) 5 20 25 25 30 35 65 80 120 180

The above capabilities are valid only for mild steel with a yield strength not exceeding 32 Kg/mm2. Alternative capacities for sections not given will be supplied upon request. In the interest of continuous product improvement,  
BTW reserves the right to change the specification of design of any of its products without prior notice.



S E C T I O N  S T r a I g h T E N E r S

Case Study: Gerdau Ameristeel

Objective:

When Gerdau Ameristeel was looking to upgrade its 

section straightening capabilities, it found a solution with 

Bronx/Taylor-Wilson.

Solution:

BTW was able to offer an 11-Roll machine that provided 

higher quality results at faster speeds than the 7-Roll model 

that was in operation prior. 

The BTW 11-Roll machine is capable of straightening at speeds 

up to 1,000 feet per minute, which is required in order to keep 

up with the rolling mill. This speed is accomplished without 

sacrificing the required straightness of .025” in 40’ camber 

(1 in 1,920) and a .05” in 40i sweep (1 in 960). The new BTW 

machine is also twice the size of the previous 7-Roll machine. 

BTW designed the new machine for Gerdau Ameristeel  

so that the drive gear boxes would be situated on the  

top of the machine. 

Further, BTW had to contend with the issue of the scale that 

was being generated from the rolled product. Getting behind 

the machine to clean away the scale was not possible. The 

BTW machine sits on a Transverse carriage which enables 

the maintenance crew to roll the machine in and out of the 

area to clean away the scale. The in-line process with the mill 

results in minimal downtime for the straightener during roll 

change. The BTW machine is equipped with a roll change jig 

system. The system was custom built to the mill layout  

to accommodate usage of the overhead crane system.  

Two men are able to change the rolls in the one hour  

allowable time frame. 

Gerdau Ameristeel has been utilizing its new BTW  

equipment for over one year, and is processing sections 

above and beyond the quality and production standards that 

were set in the machine contract.

Online Project Management
We’ve created a password-protected, secure partner 

log-in area on our site at www.btwcorp.com, to help 

us share files and information with team members on 

the projects that we have in play all around the world. 

So regardless of your location, you’ll have the ability 

to stay current on a project – tracking revisions, 

additions or specifications via the Bronx Online 

Management tool on the web.

WORLD HeADQuARTeRS  
Bronx/Taylor-Wilson phone: 330-244-1960 fax: 330-244-1961 web: btwcorp.com  

euROPeAn OFFICe  
Bronx/Taylor-Wilson Ltd. phone: +44 (0) 870 442 2686 fax: +44 (0) 870 442 2989 

ASIA OFFICe  
Bronx International Asia phone: 86 (10) 8526-2010 fax: 86 (10) 8526-2012

Aftermarket
With thousands of worldwide finishing 

equipment installations to support, we have 

an extensive aftermarket program to keep your 

finishing line running at maximum efficiency. 

You can contact us online or by phone for 

your aftermarket needs – machine service, 

replacment parts or retrofitting solution.  

You can rely on Bronx to be your resource.  

Your local representative in Czech Republic is Arcon Machinery a.s.

ADDRESS: ul. K Arconu 66, 
                    251 01 Ricany-Jazlovice, Czech Republic
PHONE: +420 323 637 930       FAX: +420 323 637 970   
E-MAIL:  sales@arcon.cz  WEBSITE:    :    www..arcon-metals.cz
                                                                                                                
 


